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The Canada Green Building Council (CaGBC)
is a non-partisan and business-friendly
non-profit service organization, which helps
governments identify and lower barriers,
owners and operators adapt to change, and
companies identify and leverage emerging
opportunities in the rapidly expanding green
building marketplace.

SPONSORS

OPEN Technologies helps the people that
shape our cities make informed climate
change action decisions with confidence.
OPEN’s software tools help to translate
complex datasets into actionable data and
metrics, which can provide the foundation
to allow policy makers, investors, and the
building owners achieve energy and carbon
savings in their buildings.

Integral Group is a global network of
Engineering, Architecture and Planning
professionals all collaborating under
the single umbrella of a “deep green
engineering” and professional services
practice that aspires to the be the best in the
world. Integral Group is widely regarded as a
pioneer in building design, sustainability and
energy system transformation.

PARTICIPANTS

Founded in 1989, Concert specializes in
developing rental apartments, condominium
homes and active aging communities, as well
as acquiring and developing office, commercial,
industrial and infrastructure properties. With
operations across Canada and the backing of
more than 200,000 Canadians represented by
the union and management pension plans who
own the organization, our commitment is to build
strong, sustainable communities across Canada.

Headquartered in Vancouver, Canada, QuadReal
Property Group is a global real estate investment,
operating and development company. QuadReal
manages the real estate and mortgage programs
of British Columbia Investment Management
Corporation (BCI), one of Canada’s largest asset
managers with a $153.4 billion portfolio.
QuadReal manages a $37.6 billion portfolio
spanning 23 Global Cities across 17 countries.
The company seeks to deliver strong investment
returns while creating sustainable environments
that bring value to the people and communities it
serves. Now and for generations to come.
QuadReal: Excellence lives here.

Colliers International is a global leader in
commercial real estate services, providing a
full suite of services across the industry.
Colliers has grown to become one of Canada’s
leading commercial real estate firms and proudly
remains Canadian-owned. As a third-party
property manager, we strive to be leaders in
advocating and executing sustainability initiatives
in our managed properties on behalf of our
clients. As a company, we are always looking
to be enterprising and striving to be experts
within our field.

The Minto Group is one of the premier real estate
companies in Canada with a fully integrated real
estate development and investment management
platform. Since 1955, Minto has built more than
85,000 new homes, and currently manages more
than 14,000 rental suites and 2.5 million square
feet of office and retail space. Minto Group is
proud to be a two-time winner of the Building
Industry and Land Development Association’s
Green Builder of the Year award, a four-time
winner of EnerQuality’s Ontario Green Builder
of the Year award and two-time winner of the
Ontario Home Builder Association’s Home Builder
of the Year award. The company was also named
one of Canada’s Greenest Employers for 2019.

Triovest is an entrepreneurial leader in
institutional real estate management, creating
sustainable places that enhance communities and
enrich relationships. Triovest’s business platform
offers advisory and investment management
services with over $10 billion in assets under
management and $2 billion in development. With
offices in each major market across Canada,
Triovest strives to combine local intelligence with
deep expertise to drive superior returns.
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Executive Summary

For Canada to reach its aggressive emissions reduction targets and transition to a lowcarbon economy over the next several decades, achieving significant improvements to
energy efficiency in the country’s existing building stock is essential.
At present, year-over-year improvements in building
performance are not happening at the rate or depth
required to achieve the significant impact needed.
One of the barriers to energy efficiency improvements
in the Canadian real estate industry is the current
lack of publicly available data on actual building
performance. If jurisdictions across the country
want to advance their building retrofit economies,
open access to quality energy and emissions data of
individual buildings is a foundational piece that will
help to inform investment decisions. Providing the
ability for industry and governments to review and
compare building performance and obtain greater
insight into what constitutes “high performance,” will
help supercharge Canada’s building retrofit economy
and enable the industry to achieve significant energy
and emissions reductions.
Through this Disclosure Challenge initiative, the
Canada Green Building Council and five Canadian real
estate leaders are helping to demonstrate the market
support for data transparency, and are calling on
provincial and federal governments, in collaboration
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with the industry, to develop consistent building data
disclosure regulations and requirements from coast to
coast to coast.

Providing the ability for
industry and governments
to review and compare
building performance and
obtain greater insight into
what constitutes “high
performance,” will help
supercharge Canada’s
building retrofit economy
and enable the industry to
achieve significant energy
and emissions reductions.

Key Recommendations
Through consultations with stakeholders, the following key recommendations
are intended to provide a basis for the development of national guidance and
requirements across the country:
1
2

Develop national building disclosure and benchmarking requirement guidelines, informed by
industry and best practices;
Support the development and implementation of building disclosure and benchmarking programs
and regulations in each provincial and territorial jurisdiction, or provide a nationally-based program
that provinces or territories can join if preferred;

3

Support and encourage the use of Energy Star Portfolio Manager for data collection and
benchmarking processes;

4

Standardize the minimum data to be collected on building profiles and performance, and the
reporting metrics to be used;

5

Support and facilitate the expansion of direct uploading capacity of energy use data between
energy utility providers and Energy Star Portfolio Manager;

6

Provide best practice guidance on quality review processes to utilize to achieve data reliability and
information accuracy;

7

Develop a periodic national building performance reporting program on median resource use
efficiency and emissions intensity for different building types, as well as reporting on the levels of
high performance that are being achieved;

8

Identify real estate industry recognition pathways that can be leveraged to champion and
demonstrate the importance of data transparency; and

9

Support the development of a user-friendly system of energy efficiency and greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions intensity labelling for all buildings.
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Benchmarking, Disclosure Introduction and Overview

You can’t change what you don’t measure. To understand how to improve a
building’s energy and resource use performance, owners and managers must first
know how it’s currently performing.
Benchmarking is the process through
which a building’s resource use is
monitored to assess performance
and enable comparison with similar
buildings—and is fundamental
to achieving a well-developed
building retrofit economy. Typically,
benchmarking programs require
owners of buildings over a certain
size to track and publicly report
their resource use performance
data for a variety of key indicators,
such as energy use, water use, and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

You can’t change
what you don’t
measure.
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There are three main ways benchmarking, and the public disclosure of associated
data can help to improve building performance and the industry as a whole:

1 SET BASELINE

2 MONITOR

3 INFORM PUBLIC

Benchmarking and
disclosure programs allow
owners and operators to
set a baseline of actual
performance in comparison
to similar type buildings and
industry best performance,
which in turn helps them
to identify operational
efficiency opportunities,
reduce GHG emissions, and
meet environmental targets.

Monitoring and diagnosing
performance enables
policymakers and regulators
to monitor how buildings
across their jurisdictions
are performing, helps
to determine the levels
of performance that are
achievable for different
building types, informs
incentive programs from
utilities, and assesses the
impacts of energy and GHG
emissions reduction policies.

Disclosure programs can
also improve energy use
literacy for the public.
Access to building
performance data allows
community members
to make more informed
choices about where to buy
or lease. This, in turn, can
create greater market value
for higher performing and
efficient buildings.

9

In Canada, implementing improvements in the
efficiency of our existing building stock represents
one of the most affordable ways to cut emissions. It
would result in significant energy savings, and could
potentially unlock billions of dollars in economic
opportunity. Significantly reducing GHG emissions
in the nation’s existing building sector will be a key
contributor towards helping Canada achieve its
overall emissions reductions targets, as the sector
is responsible for approximately 17 per cent of the
country’s national emissions.1
At present, building benchmarking programs and
policies are not widespread in Canada, even though
they are a crucial step in the pursuit of resource use
reductions and a well-developed energy efficiency

retrofit economy. Currently, only the Province
of Ontario has a mandatory energy reporting
requirement. Many governmental jurisdictions across
Canada benchmark their own buildings and facilities
but have not yet taken concrete action towards the
implementation of building energy and GHG emissions
transparency and benchmarking regulations. Some
disclosure programs in different jurisdictions have been
initiated on a voluntary basis. Despite general interest
in benchmarking across the country, there is currently
no overarching framework or strategy that provides
consistent national guidance on what key program
design principles are needed to ensure best practices
are followed and to support the development of
effective and efficient regulations.

Several jurisdictions are adopting benchmarking and disclosure requirements:

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
2019
Voluntary energy
benchmarking
initiative in
7 cities

1
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ALBERTA
2017
City of Edmonton
launches a 3-year
benchmarking
program

MANITOBA
2019
Winnipeg voluntary energy
benchmarking
program in
development

ONTARIO
2017
Ontario’s Energy
& Water Reporting
and Benchmarking
(EWRB) came into
effect

Nova Scotia
2019
Energy
benchmarking
industry pilot for
the province in
development

Pan Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change document, page 15 http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2017/eccc/En4-294-2016-eng.pdf
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Energy benchmarking requirements implemented in other jurisdictions worldwide, such as Europe and
Australia, as well as several key American cities, have shown considerable success in improving building
performance. In North America, jurisdictions with energy benchmarking policies in place have reduced
energy costs, as compared to ones without.2 In conjunction with benchmarking programs, many jurisdictions
worldwide have also implemented energy efficiency labelling requirements for buildings, which can further
assist stakeholders when making building investment decisions. Other jurisdictions with access to building
performance data have passed greenhouse gas emission limits based on building type.
There are significant economic development
opportunities that can be realized through
benchmarking initiatives and energy retrofit project
implementation. In Canada, the potential economic
opportunity that cost-effective efficiency upgrades
in existing buildings could provide is estimated to be
worth $32 billion, and if completed, would provide
approximately $6.2 billion annually in energy cost
savings.3
Having access to building performance data also
helps prospective tenants and buyers make more
informed choices about where to buy or lease. More
efficient buildings are typically more desirable for
both tenant and owners, with an average of 10 per
cent higher occupancy rates compared to similar
less efficient buildings.4 This additional benefit helps
improve the overall business cases for significant
retrofits with longer-term financial returns. Despite
general interest in benchmarking across the country,
there is currently no overarching framework or
strategy that provides consistent national guidance
on what key program design principles are needed to
ensure best practices are followed and to support the
development of effective and efficient regulations.
2
3
4
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IMT Energy Benchmarking and Transparency Benefits https://www.imt.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/IMTBenefitsofBenchmarking_Online_June2015.pdf
CaGBC Building Solutions to Climate Change https://www.cagbc.org/CAGBC/Advocacy/Building_Solutions_to_Climate_Change.aspx
IMT Energy Benchmarking and Transparency Benefits https://www.imt.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/IMTBenefitsofBenchmarking_Online_June2015.pdf
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QUADREAL

TRANSPARENCY AND CANADIAN REAL ESTATE
QuadReal Property Group is a global
real estate investment, operating and
development company headquartered
in Vancouver, Canada. Committed to
the pursuit of excellence in real estate
sustainability, QuadReal is a founding
contributor of the Disclosure Challenge.
QuadReal champions the value of
transparency, understanding that access
to consistent and trusted data helps
owners, tenants and residents make more
informed decisions, leading to continuous
improvement in the management of
energy, water and waste at a portfolio level.
The Transparency Trend
There is a broad trend within public
markets towards greater transparency for
environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) data. In the past decade, growth in
ESG data in real estate has been driven at
the portfolio level with Global Real Estate
Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB), and at
the building level with Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design® (LEED).
QuadReal tracks their energy, water and
carbon emissions data, with roughly a 25
per cent energy efficiency improvement
of its office and enclosed retail buildings
since 2007.

Given Canada’s Paris Agreement
commitments and the belief that a further
two per cent savings per year is possible,
QuadReal aligned with the sciencebased target for their Canadian portfolio:
adopting an 80 per cent reduction of
carbon emissions by 2050 compared with
their 2007 baseline.
Making an impact
QuadReal has found that measuring
and benchmarking energy performance
leads to finding more savings with short
payback periods. At the same time, the
tenant and resident experience improves,
and long-term operational costs go down.
Based on current research, an average
Canadian building can achieve a 30 per
cent energy efficiency improvement with
a strong business case. The challenge is
to make the commitment, which requires
allocating resources to start collecting
data and implementing processes. For
QuadReal, the Disclosure Challenge is an
opportunity to support the development
of a more transparent marketplace.
Together we can do our part in creating a
low-carbon future.
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Disclosure Challenge Initiative Overview

The Disclosure Challenge launched in March 2019 and was designed to support and
champion the importance of data transparency in the Canadian real estate market.
The initiative encourages the broader uptake of
benchmarking programs across the country. In its
inaugural year, five large portfolio-owners with over
$50 billion in managed real estate assets under their
control in Canada, disclosed building information
from over 11 million square meters of building space.
These leaders included QuadReal Group, Triovest
Realty Advisors Inc., Concert Properties Ltd., Colliers
International, and the Minto Group.
Through this initiative, participants are not only
pledging to be as transparent as possible with
their building data but are also demonstrating a
commitment to responsible management and,
ultimately, to energy and emissions reductions. As
stated by Jamie Gray Donald, Senior Vice-President
with QuadReal, it is about improving transparency
practices for all stakeholders and utilizing the
Disclosure Challenge initiative as a sounding board
for greater uptake in the industry, “…we believe
disclosing information about energy, water and
carbon usage benefits owners, managers and
tenants, and enables better decision-making leading
to greater energy efficiency. There is also growing
demand from tenants for this type of disclosure and
access to environmental information.”
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The willingness of participants to take part in this
initiative and voluntarily disclose their building
performance information where possible helps to
illustrate that the industry is ready for benchmarking
and believes in its importance.

In its inaugural year, five large
portfolio-owners with over
$50 billion in managed real
estate assets under their
control in Canada, disclosed
building information from
over 11 million square meters
of building space.

Participants agreed to disclose at a minimum the following building profile and
performance information for each building as available:

BUILDING PROFILE INFORMATION

MAIN PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Property/building name
and location

Site Energy Use Intensity
(EUI) (kWh/m2/year)

Year of construction

Source EUI
(kWh/m2/year)

Primary use type

Greenhouse Gas Intensity
(kgCO2e/m2/year)

Gross floor area (GFA)
or lease area if GFA
is not available

Water use intensity
(L/m2/year)
ENERGY STAR® score
(where applicable)
Any building certifications
achieved (e.g. LEED, BOMA
Best, Passive House, etc.)

Collecting this type of profile and performance information forms the basis of a benchmarking program and allows
for effective and comprehensive analysis to be conducted. Verifying that the information is accurate with minimal
errors is a crucial component of any benchmarking program to ensure that the disclosed data can be relied upon.
15
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CLIENTS VALUE DISCLOSURE
Triovest is a privately held, fully integrated
commercial real estate company. Their
approach to commercial real estate
investment and management is to
continually seek opportunities to improve
property assets to achieve their full
potential. This includes a commitment to
creating sustainable places that enhance
communities and enrich relationships.
To help its stakeholders make informed
decisions, Triovest is committed to
transparency, energy and emissions
reductions, and responsible management
of assets. The Disclosure Challenge reflects
the organization’s belief that access to, and
sharing of, high-quality data is essential for
reducing resource waste in buildings.
Moving the Markets
Knowing the effectiveness of standardized
European environmental benchmarking
and disclosure programs in informing
stakeholders and driving building and
market performance, they were keen
to participate. However, as a thirdparty manager and developer, Triovest
required approval from its various clients
to voluntarily disclose building-level
environmental data through the Disclosure
Challenge.

Triovest began by asking the Healthcare
of Ontario Pension Plan (HOOPP), a large
institutional investor client, to voluntarily
disclose 2018 building-level energy, water
and carbon data, ahead of any municipal
or provincial requirement. When asked,
HOOPP fully supported the initiative. In
fact, 100 per cent of the clients approached
by Triovest agreed to participate in the
Disclosure Challenge.
Benefits are Clear
Triovest’s clients likewise saw the
Challenge as a proactive way to signal
their commitment to transparency, energy
and emissions reductions, and responsible
management. They also welcomed the
opportunity to encourage the adoption of a
harmonized, national approach to building
environmental performance disclosure.
The Results are Telling
Triovest firmly believes that providing highquality data to its employees, tenants, and
the public is essential to improving and
sustaining building-level environmental
performance—as well as informing better
decisions and actions. Triovest and its
clients support transparency of building
environmental performance to better
inform policymakers and create a standard
approach for disclosure in Canada.
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Disclosure Challenge Initiative Data Review

In the Disclosure Challenge’s first year, participants disclosed available 2018 information
from over 700 building assets, representing over 11 million m2 of building space.
To put these values in context, the total size of the
Canadian real estate market encompassing larger
buildings (office and retail space over 9,200 m2
and industrial sites over 4,600 m2) is more than
240 million m2 and the estimated value of the real
estate that is held by private and public entities in
Canada is over $400 billion. The collection process
and data reconciliation activities for this initiative
were conducted in the spring and summer 2019,
with information on buildings uploaded to the data

visualization webtool during that time. The Disclosure
Challenge buildings are spread across the country
from Victoria to Halifax, with numerous stops in
between including Montreal, Hamilton, Winnipeg,
Lloydminster, Edmonton, Red Deer, and Vancouver.
The types of buildings also varied, with warehouses
in Winnipeg, multi-family residential apartments in
Toronto, offices in Saskatoon, and retail shops in
Calgary for example.

BUILDING PROFILE DISTRIBUTION
33%
21%

Office
229 Bldgs

18

Industrial
151 Bldgs

20%
17%

Multi-Residential
140 Bldgs
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Warehouse
120 Bldgs

8%

Retail
58 Bldgs

<1%

Parking Garage
2 Bldgs

<1%

Multi-Use
1 Bldgs

<1%

University
1 Bldg

The following information includes some of the key stats and information that was
derived from the disclosed building performance data:

Building spread across Canada

702

buildings spread
across the country
from Victoria to
Halifax

BC
163
23%

AB
149
21%

SK
5
1%

MB
51
7%

NS
10
1%

QC
25
4%

ON
299
43%

320
buildings
with complete
performance
information

~11

million
m building space
331 built pre-1990,
365 built post 1990
2
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Incomplete Data
Although industrial and warehouse type buildings comprised of over 38 per cent of the
space type that was included in this initiative, only a small fraction of these buildings
had complete performance information available.
This lack of complete data was also present for retail buildings, with just 26 per cent of the retail buildings
included in the Challenge having complete performance data. Some of reasons for this lack of data includes
tenants paying their own utility bills, campus-style energy distribution where one energy meter feeds multiple
buildings, and a lack of direct data connections between the utility providers and the data management systems.

FULL DATA DISTRIBUTION
78%
<1%

Office
179 Bldgs

20

Industrial
1 Bldgs

79%
10%

Multi-Residential
110 Bldgs
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Warehouse
12 Bldgs

26%

Retail
15 Bldgs

50%

Parking Garage
2 Bldg

100%

Multi-Use
1 Bldg

100%

University
1 Bldg

This lack of complete data was not as evident for
the Participants with their profiled office and multiresidential buildings, where data was complete in
78 per cent and 79 per cent of cases, respectively.
Through owner and tenant outreach and collaboration
on the benefits and opportunities of data sharing,
as well as data sharing favourable management
agreements, the Participants have been able to get a
clearer picture of the resource use and GHG emission
footprints of those two types of buildings.
What this incomplete information for specific building
types helps to illustrate is the current difficulty that
even motivated building owners and managers
face when wanting to assess the environmental
footprints of their entire portfolios and perform like
for like comparisons with similar buildings. Without
requirements and support for performance data
disclosure and benchmarking, organizations aren’t
getting a clear picture of their overall energy use and
emissions intensity and therefore are hindered when
wanting to improve their portfolio’s energy efficiency.

The lack of performance data for certain sectors is
also a challenge for policymakers that are looking to
develop and implement effective energy efficiency
and GHG emissions reduction programs for all
building types. It inhibits their ability to understand
what building types should be the priority to address
and affects their ability to measure and monitor the
success and effectiveness of programs.

Without requirements and
support for performance data
disclosure and benchmarking,
organizations aren’t getting
a clear picture of their overall
energy use and emissions
intensity and therefore are
hindered when wanting to
improve their portfolio’s
energy efficiency.
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Disclosure Challenge Initiative Key Findings

With relatively complete data sets attained for office and multi-residential buildings,
some analysis and interesting trends were identified for those building types.
In addition to being able to compare these buildings amongst their peers in the Disclosure Challenge, Natural
Resources Canada (NRCan) efficiency data and self-reported Energy Star Portfolio Management data were
used as a basis for specific comparisons to national data.

The following information provides some of the key stats and trends that were
gathered from the disclosed building performance data:

For office buildings:
Overall the annual mean Site EUI
was 286 kWh/m2 for participant
office buildings, which was
better than the national average
of 314 kWh/m2 5 or ~10% more
energy efficient.

5

6
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NRCan Survey of Commercial and Institutional Energy Use – Buildings 2014
http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/corporate/statistics/neud/dpa/showTable.cfm?type=SC&sector=AAA&juris=CA&rn=1&page=2
Energy Star Portfolio Manager, self-reported.
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For multi-residential buildings:
Overall the annual mean Site EUI
was 256 kWh/m2 for participant
multi-residential, which was
worse than the national average
of 214 kWh/m2 6 or 20% less
energy efficient

GHG emissions intensity for both office and multi-residential buildings varied between regions.
For buildings in the Disclosure Challenge from across the country, the annual median value for office buildings
was 27 kgCO2e/m2, and the annual median value for multi-residential buildings was 37 kgCO2e/m2.
Specific regional annual values ranged from a high of 170 kgCO2e/m2 in Alberta to a low of 18 kgCO2e/m2 in
British Columbia for office buildings, and a high of 94 kgCO2e/m2 in Alberta to a low of 24 kgCO2e/m2 in British
Columbia for multi-residential buildings.

Multi-Residential Building GHG Intensity by Region

Office Building GHG Intensity by Region
Ontario

26

Nova Scotia

90

Manitoba

28

Ontario

29

Alberta

170

Alberta

94

BC

18

BC

24
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Currently there are only annual national median values for GHG emissions intensity for office buildings, which can
be used to compare emissions performance. The median values vary significantly between regions and locations
across the country, due to the variety of energy utility providers and fuel sources used for electricity generation.
Comparing the Participant office buildings to their annual median values indicated that they performed well,
with 73 per cent (131 out of 179) that were lower than NRCan GHG emission intensity median value.
Office Building GHG Intensity in Comparison to NRCan median values

80

GHG Emissions Intensity (kgCO2e/m2)

60
40

Participant office buildings performed better than NRCan median values

20
0
-20
-40
-60

Participant office buildings
performed worse than NRCan
median values

-80
-100
-120

Further data collection efforts and analysis will be required to gather national GHG emissions intensity
values for other building types to allow for performance comparison across multiple sectors. Disclosure and
benchmarking requirements across the country will be fundamental in enabling this level of performance
understanding to be achieved.
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Age of the buildings did indicate that site EUIs have
improved in connection with improvements in design
and construction of buildings over the years for office
buildings, with little change for multi-residential
buildings in the Disclosure Challenge – Offices pre1990 buildings = 300 kWh/m2, post-1990 buildings =
261 kWh/m2 (13% improvement); Multi-res pre-1990
buildings = 258 kWh/m2, post-1990 buildings = 253
kWh/m2 (2% improvement).
To provide existing performance context, the Energy
Step Code in British Columbia and the Zero Emissions
Framework in the City of Toronto propose 100 kWh/m2
as a standard to use for new high-performance office
and multi-residential buildings within their phased
approaches. As compared to the existing buildings
in the Disclosure Challenge, this change represents a
reduction of ~65 per cent for office buildings and ~61
per cent for multi-residential buildings.

Most of the office and multi-res buildings with
complete data in this initiative were in three provinces,
Alberta, British Columbia, and Ontario.
As currently there is not consistent requirements for
performance data transparency across the country,
obtaining accurate measurements of overall energy
efficiency and GHG emissions intensity across
many building types is difficult and makes building
performance analysis and inferences problematic. If
quality data encompassing multiple building types
and regions was available to all stakeholders through
benchmarking programs, the building industry would
be much better equipped to take real and sustained
action towards increasing energy efficiency and
reducing GHG emissions.
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INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS AND LEADERSHIP
The Minto Group (“Minto”) is one of
the leading real estate companies in
Canada with a fully integrated real
estate development and investment
management platform. Since 1955, Minto
has built more than 85,000 new homes,
and currently manages more than 14,000
rental suites and 2.5 million square feet of
office and retail space.
Minto joined the Disclosure Challenge
to access reliable information on the
intensity of energy and water usage
in multi-residential buildings across
Canada. Understanding benchmarks
and its building performance relative
to the industry is a first step to
identifying under-performing properties.
Determining a strategy to improve
follows.
Insight drives progress
With continued focus on reducing carbon
emission in the face of climate change,
Minto recognizes the industry-wide value
in sharing its performance data through
the Disclosure Challenge, which also aligns
with the company’s focus on collaboration
to achieve significant results.

Partnership is key
Making large scale changes - such as
building envelope retrofits, or gas to
electric heating conversion - is uncharted
territory for many organizations, and
often cost-prohibitive when addressed
independently. Further to reducing
carbon emissions, Minto actively
encourages partnership with research
and development groups to uncover and
adopt the highest impact solutions.
By working together as part of the
Disclosure Challenge, Minto is proud to
be an industry leader that shares data
and learnings to truly make an impact.

27
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Disclosure Challenge Initiative Tools and Considerations

One of the key goals of this initiative is to demonstrate how building performance
data can be made available to designers, building operators, energy managers,
researchers, and the public in a user-friendly way.
Each building included in the initiative was located on
a web-based map with profile information viewable
through a pop-up window. If the building included
complete performance data, this data was displayed
graphically with overall national averages provided as
a comparison where available. The visualization tool
allows for the displayed buildings to be filtered based
on building type, age, energy efficiency ratings, GHG
emissions intensity, and more. For some buildings,
further background and reference information on the
building was provided in the form of a case study and
was included in its pop-up window. The system also
has data download capabilities that can be accessed
via special requests.
This visualization tool showcases how benchmarking
data could be utilized to provide insight into building
performance across Canada. The tool is an example
of a system that could be used to display a much
larger data set once further jurisdictions adopt
data transparency and benchmarking requirements.
It could also be a tool used to help develop and
standardize an energy efficiency and GHG emission
intensity labelling program to provide insight for
building stakeholders. Imagine the power that a
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map like this could provide all building industry
stakeholders when it includes building performance
information from coast to coast to coast.
The main platforms used to support the Disclosure
Challenge’s data reporting and visualization initiative
included ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager (ESPM),
the Standard Energy Efficiency Data (SEED) platform,
and OPEN Technologies’ GRID benchmarking and
disclosure platform. ESPM is the industry standard for
building energy data management and is currently
used by most of the North American jurisdictions
that have benchmarking and disclosure requirements,
including for the disclosure program in Ontario, as
well as for well-known sustainable building standards.
As of December 2017, approximately 19,000 buildings
all of different sizes in Canada were registered and
using the tool, with approximately 216 million square
meters of commercial floor space. ESPM provides
an extensive database for comparing some building
types. The tool is free, simple to access, and provides
the necessary data fields and reporting to support
decision-making amongst building stakeholders.
Building data can be manually uploaded by building
owners and managers, or automatically and directly

uploaded by utility providers where available. While
benchmarking comparisons are not yet available for
all Canadian building types through this system, ESPM
is constantly undergoing expansions to include new
building types. The collection of the required and
optional data as outlined by ESPM helps improve
stakeholder understanding of building energy
and water performance and can provide that vital
data collection consistency as benchmarking and
transparency programs are implemented across the
country.
The SEED platform is an open source data management
software tool that allows large sets of data to be
imported from multiple sources (including ESPM) for
easier interpretation and visualization. SEED also allows
users to conduct analyses using key building metrics,

track compliance, and generate detailed reports. The
SEED Canada platform was developed prior to its use in
the Disclosure Challenge by OPEN Technologies, and its
use in this initiative is one of the first in Canada. It was
used in the Disclosure Challenge for importing data and
initial analysis purposes.
OPEN Technologies’ GRID benchmark and disclosure
platform was used to provide visual analytics and
performance metrics. This interactive online mapping
visualization tool pulls building performance data
from SEED to make it visible and usable to a range of
audiences. All of these platforms were built to assist
program administrators with receiving, verifying,
managing and mapping building performance data, and
working together they provide an exceptional vehicle to
share data with the public.

Owner List

Covered Building List

Building Data

Geolocation
Service

Compliance
Management
Tool
Utility
Data

Owner Data

Building Data

Other Data Sources
Mapping
Service
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Key Takeaways and Lessons Learned

During the development and implementation of the data collection, disclosure, and
visualization processes for this initiative, there were some important lessons learned
and challenges to be mindful of, including:
What is a building?
It seems like a simple question, one to which
an answer could be “a location that houses
a specific activity and utilizes resources to
heat, cool, and operate its required functions,”
but there are several complications that can
arise when trying to sort this question out for
benchmarking purposes. For example, consider
buildings with multiple addresses, multiple
functions and activities, or one address for
multiple buildings.
A well-developed and defined data collection,
quality check, and reconciliation process
that includes direction on what constitutes a
building and what profile information to collect,
is crucial to achieve useful benchmarking data.
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What about the data? How do we
know it’s representative of a specific
building?
Without universal disclosure requirements for
building performance data, it is a challenge for
building owners/managers to get a complete
picture of their building’s and/or portfolio’s
performance in general. In many cases, building
owners or managers do not directly pay for
all the building’s associated utility bills—for
example, buildings where only the common area
electricity use is paid by the building owner,
buildings where gas use is paid by the tenants,
etc. Sometimes, energy use is either only
representative of part of a building or perhaps
is representative of multiple buildings with one
meter in a campus-like setting.
During the data reconciliation and review
process, it is crucial for data managers to review
the performance metrics of specific buildings
with partial or inaccurate data and remove these
buildings from the overall data set. Having flawed
building performance data skews the overall
efficiency results and damages the value of
information being reported.
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Gross floor area vs. gross lease area? Consistency matters.
For some legacy buildings, owners and managers have access to only the building profile data that was
collected at the time of construction. When measuring floor area, past practices for some building types was
to only measure the gross leasable or rentable area of the building, not including the building’s common areas,
as compared the gross floor area (measured to the building envelope). This metric works from a building
management standpoint, but if managers and owners are interested in accurate site energy use intensity, it
puts buildings with only gross lease or rentable area at a disadvantage, making them seem more inefficient
than they are.
This current building measurement discrepancy challenge illustrates one of the reasons that significant care
and attention needs to be taken when looking to integrate and compare building performance. Ensuring that
the greatest level of measurement consistency is achieved across programs within the country would greatly
enhance the effectiveness of disclosure and benchmarking programs as a whole. Current building construction
practices and profile measurements include both gross floor and gross lease/rentable areas, so for newer
buildings it is not typically an issue to provide this important data point.
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It’s Canada, so be aware of the
metrics used.
The discrepancy that building owners and managers
encounter when looking at the metrics used for
building areas and energy and water use is large.
Some will use square feet, others will use square
meters for area. For energy, the different metrics
vary in conjunction with the different energy types
available. To ensure that data quality and consistency
are achieved, benchmarking programs need to allow
for different metrics to be used depending on the
information that is available to owners and managers
which is then converted to a standard form. As an
example, through ESPM in Canada the standard
metric used for site energy use intensity is gigajoules
per square meter, but typically the building industry in
Canada utilizes kilowatt hour per square meter.

The more direct data collection
connections the better.
Achieving data quality and accuracy across each
of the building types and in the different regions is
imperative. Reducing the interactions of operators
and managers with the actual building performance
measurements during the data collection and
disclosure process can help to minimize transcription
errors that can occur and would reduce the data
management time required for building stakeholders.
The more automated the collection and data entry
process, typically, the less chance there will be for
human “cut and paste” errors.
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TESTIMONIAL
COLLIERS

DATA COLLECTION CAN BE ‘EFFORTLESS’
Adoption of web services can streamline
data collection
Colliers International is a global leader
in commercial real estate services and
strives to advance sustainability initiatives
in its managed properties in Canada and
around the world.
Through the Disclosure Challenge,
Colliers is participating in the national
property benchmarking discussion.
Colliers endeavors to track utilities at
all managed properties where possible
as benchmarking has led to measurable
improvements, helping identify
opportunities to fix low-performing
buildings by applying learnings from the
high performers.
Meeting the Disclosure Challenge
For Colliers, the most significant
benchmarking barrier is central data
collection. Dealing with a wide range of
utilities and collating whole-building data
can be difficult, especially in deregulated
energy markets or where tenants pay
their utilities directly and aren’t obligated
to share with the Property Manager. For
the data that can be collected, input
can sometimes be cumbersome, with
different invoices that often require
manual input.

Finding Solutions
However, things are improving. In
British Columbia, electricity and gas
consumption information is more readily
accessible via a direct web services
upload from the two major utility
companies, BC Hydro and Fortis BC.
These companies provide automated
monthly uploads to the Energy Star
Portfolio Manager dashboard, where
data can be reviewed or ‘pushed’ to third
party tracking software. The beauty of
this program is twofold — it is free and
it is accurate. While challenges still exist
around water data collection and wholebuilding data where privacy restrictions
prevent access, this process provides a
roadmap for how centralized data could
be delivered effectively.
Moving toward Data Transparency
Mandating all utility companies and cities
to provide consumption data via a similar
web service upload, including anonymous
whole-building data, would simplify
central data collection immeasurably.
As a call to action from Disclosure
Challenge participants, Colliers is adding
its voice to help shape the future of
data transparency, and more critically,
highlighting the importance of the
commercial building sector in the global
drive to cut greenhouse gas emissions.
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It’s data, but people make the
quality difference.
As was evident during the Disclosure
Challenge initiative, having key stakeholders
in place to review data outputs and reconcile
any issues that can occur (such as having
buildings that are 50 times bigger or site EUIs
that are 10 times smaller than they should be)
is crucial to ensure accuracy. Key people or
positions need to be identified on both the
building manager/owner side as well as the
program management side to help reduce
and resolve any evident data irregularities,
mitigate the errors that can affect data
quality, and help ensure that the data outputs
can be relied upon. For any disclosure and
benchmarking program to be successful it is
essential that resources are allocated to help
property owners and managers navigate their
energy use information sources and comply
with the data reporting requirements.
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Tenant and owner privacy concerns need
to be addressed and mitigated.
As is the case with any public disclosing program,
measures must be taken to ensure that specific
public and building owner privacy concerns are
addressed when needed. One of the fundamental
objectives of any benchmarking program is to achieve
accurate data at a building level that informs all
stakeholders, not determining the energy efficiency
or GHG emissions intensity of specific tenants or suite
owners. For all tenants or separate owners within
a building, any shared performance data needs to
be anonymized and amalgamated to the building
level. The ability to anonymize the building owner/
manager at the building level should also be afforded
to participants if desired. Although in the Disclosure
Challenge, some participants agreed to share the
owner/manager information for their buildings, this
information is not crucial to ensure the success
of a benchmarking program. What is central to a
program’s success is the ability to connect a specific
building to their resource use efficiency and GHG
emissions intensity to help all stakeholders make
informed investment and policy-related decisions.
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Disclosure and Benchmarking Key Considerations

Energy benchmarking and the public disclosure of building performance data is a
foundational piece for a retrofit economy and can help improve the effectiveness of
energy efficiency projects and “supercharge” support programs and policy for all
building types.
Without accessible performance data, the true value of supporting policies and programs are difficult to
assess, and leaves property owners, managers, and policymakers guessing at which “buttons” are needed to
accelerate the pace and depth of energy efficiency improvements.

When creating benchmarking and disclosure requirements, there are several general
guidelines and best practices to consider, including:
Stage the building performance
reporting requirement over several
years.
To ensure organizations, utility providers, and
program managers can accommodate and adjust
to new reporting requirements, it is beneficial to
begin requiring annual performance data from large
buildings in year one (~100,000 ft2), followed by
transitions to smaller buildings (~50,000 to 25,000
ft2) over the course of two or more years. This
phased transition allows organizations and program
managers time to refine the collection, reporting,
and reconciliation process to ensure that a high
level of accuracy is achieved.
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2019

2020

2021

Utilize developed tools and
standard procedures.
Energy Star Portfolio Manager is a data
management system that is widely used by
industry and supported by various levels of
government. The system is regarded as an
industry standard benchmarking tool for
building performance data in North America.
The tool is free, simple to access and utilize,
and is available to all building owners. In
many jurisdictions the tool can be directly
connected with energy billing data through
utility company portals, providing for a
direct connection between energy use and
reporting. Its expanded use enables for better
continuity with regards to data collection
and overall management practices across
jurisdictions.

%
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Make it as easy as possible for
building owners to comply with
reporting requirements.
One of the key motivations for industry
leaders taking part in the Disclosure Challenge
initiative was their support and belief in the
need for a common framework and process
approach to building performance data
reporting across the country.
Utilizing a common framework and process
will reduce the time and resources building
owners and managers need to allocate
towards reporting and will enable a greater
ability to compare all building types from
different regions. Data collection methods
and reporting requirements need to be
standardized as much as possible across
jurisdictions. In addition, it is preferable that
this information be provided directly from
energy utility providers to a common data
management system.
Approval for the sharing of this information
by energy utility providers is typically
provided once by owners and managers
and is not required on an on-going basis.
Facilitating energy utility providers to establish
direct links between energy use data and
data management tools helps to reduce data
collection errors and streamlines disclosure
and benchmarking processes.
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Connect building owner transparency
with industry rewards and recognition.
To help achieve higher levels of building industry
buy-in for benchmarking and transparency
requirements across the country, it would be beneficial
to develop and establish recognition and/or rewards
for building owners that participate in these initiatives,
and for the jurisdictions that implement them. Providing
recognition adds the opportunity for additional market
value to be attached to these activities and would help
to accelerate the pace of disclosure and benchmarking
program implementation across the country.

Provide administrative and resource
support to encourage compliance.

?

...

Depending on the internal and external building
performance data management monitoring and
reporting options for building owners and managers,
benchmarking and disclosure programs need to provide
some level of administration assistance to participants
to help ensure reporting compliance and data accuracy
are achieved. This can be done through hands-on
support by program personnel or through tools and
information designed to help guide participants through
the reporting requirements. For some owners and
managers, the building performance data collection
and reporting may be entirely new, for others sharing
building performance data will be fairly straightforward.
Programs will need to be developed and administered
in a way that facilitates the participation of all building
owners and managers regardless of their level of data
management sophistication.
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Conclusion and Recommendations

The value that building performance disclosure requirements and benchmarking
programs provide industry stakeholders is well understood and documented.
Data transparency is a crucial requirement for a well-developed building retrofit economy that helps to inform
building owners, tenants, and policymakers of the actual performance of buildings. Benchmarking allows for
comparisons between similar buildings and across regions, as well as providing insight into what constitutes
a “high performance” building. Jurisdictions that implement programs, and collect and share data on their
building stock, have shown improved resource use efficiency, reduced costs, and greater economic activity in
the energy efficiency retrofit sector.

To support the effective and consistent implementation of disclosure and benchmarking
programs across the country the following key action items and/or support measures
are recommended to be pursued in collaboration with all industry stakeholders:
1

Develop national building disclosure and benchmarking requirement guidelines, informed by industry and
best practices.

2

Support the development and implementation of building disclosure and benchmarking programs and
regulations in each provincial and territorial jurisdiction, or provide a nationally-based program that
provinces or territories can join if preferred.

3

Support and encourage the use of Energy Star Portfolio Manager as the “go-to” data management tool
for data collection and benchmarking processes.
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4

Standardize the minimum data to be collected on building profiles including building size, location, age,
type of primary use, and occupancy level, as well as on building performance including site energy use,
fuel types, energy utility providers, GHG emission intensity, and total water use. In addition, standardize
the metrics to be used when reporting on building resource use and GHG emissions intensity while
enabling building owners/managers the ability to input data in the form that they receive it.

5

Support the expansion of direct uploading capacity of energy use data between energy utility providers
and Energy Star Portfolio Manager, enabling this to be the predominant method for data collection
across the country.

6

Ensure data quality is achieved and benchmarking information can be relied upon by standardizing
quality review processes and completing data “cleaning” activities prior to public reporting.

7

8

9

Develop a national building performance reporting program that compiles data regularly from across the
country and provides insight into median resource use efficiency and emissions intensity for different
building types, as well as reporting on the levels of high performance that are being achieved.
Collaborate with industry stakeholders to develop recognition pathways that champion building data
transparency in the industry, such as governmental awards or certificates, achieving additional GRESB
credits, or through other industry-accepted sustainability-related reporting methods.
Develop a user-friendly system of energy efficiency and GHG emissions intensity labelling for buildings
that is standardized across the country, is easy to understand and interpret, and is something that all
industry stakeholders can utilize to help make informed investment decisions.
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TESTIMONIAL
CONCERT
PROPERTIES

EMISSION REDUCTION STRATEGIES
Established in 1989, Concert is a
diversified real estate enterprise backed
by union and management pension
plans. Initially formed to provide assured
rental housing in British Columbia, today
Concert also develops condominium
homes and active aging communities,
acquires and develops office, commercial,
industrial and infrastructure properties
and is committed to building strong,
sustainable communities.
Concert Properties’ aim is “to be a
developer with a difference.” Joining the
Disclosure Challenge drew attention to
the company’s recognition of climate
change as a real and worsening issue. In
Vancouver and Toronto, where Concert
is most active, buildings account for
more than half of the greenhouse
gases (GHGs) emitted. For Concert, the
Disclosure Challenge was an opportunity
to demonstrate leadership and influence
positive change.
Trending Down with Purpose
Concert’s 2019 Sustainability Framework
includes an absolute emissions reduction
target of 80 per cent over a 2017
baseline by 2050. While substantive, it
is consistent with other sector leaders,
but still aggressive considering Concert’s
planned growth.

The Disclosure Challenge’s public
reporting requirement fit nicely with
Concert’s Sustainability Framework, as
transparency is one of its key principles.
The reported data now helps the
company make better decisions, build
value for owners and the brand, and helps
Concert meet its commitments to the
communities they serve.
Reaping the Benefits
Concert is already seeing the benefits
of their approach. Previously collected
energy and GHG data now has
more value when compared against
contemporaries, and more clearly shows
the industry-wide magnitude of the
challenge involved in lowering emissions.
This data also highlights opportunities for
improvement, which has inspired Concert
to redouble efforts toward energy
retrofits.
As Concert celebrates its 30-year
anniversary, the challenges of tracking
and benchmarking complex data sets,
building zero carbon buildings, and
decarbonizing Canada’s building stock
loom large. But by focusing on emissions
reductions strategies backed by access
to reliable, good quality data, Concert
is well-placed to become a force for
positive change in Canadian communities.
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